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Hi 
   Had been watching the weather all week before MANZ all the planes were checked, 
motors run & trailer packed. 
On the day, we set off over the Kaimais to Putaruru,stopped for coffee at a cafe. 
Mary got a great kick, while she was having her coffee a small child came over & 
gave her a big cuddle which she thought was great. 
Off to taupo ,weather was fine when we arrived, booked into motel met some other 
MANZ fliers, had a couple of beers, by this time we were ready for tea. 
The Loveridge family arrived around 8/30 had supper & off to bed. 
Saturday dawned the weather was fine but windy,after a good hearty breakfast set off 
to airfield, there was a good turn out as weather was not great. 
As the day went on, wind dropped off a little & the temperature rose. 
I think every one had a good fly that day with no serious carnage, packed up around 
3pm for committee meeting then had happy hour. 
About 45 of us went to Taupo Cossie Club for a lovely meal & great company. 
Sunday dawned cooked breakfast again, then off to air field weather had turned for 
the worst wind was howling down the strip, Hamish flew so I thought I would give it a 
go too, but did no stay up long as my fingers were freezing. Landing was not bad just 
a couple of bounces, thought if I could do it once would try again not so good the next 
time round, got a gust of wind at the wrong time, prop dug a divit but no damage 
done. 
Approx. 1/2 hour later wind dropped off , Mike O'Grady had his plane together & had 
some great flights, must have been the church service he had attended that morning 
& the gods were looking after him. 
All in all thanks for a successful weekend. 
                   Gary. 

MANZ RALLIES – 2014/2015 
 

Hawera M.A.C                                                 8th& 9th  November 2014 

Contact: Peter & Maureen Malcolm                    06 2726514   

                                                                Email:   pete.maureen@xtra.co.nz  

Mcleans Island Christchurch                    22nd & 23 rd November 2014 

 

Contact: Peter Hewson         03 3584022  Email:  jillhewson@xtra.co.nz 

 

67th Nationals  Waharoa                                 3rd January 2015 

 Contact:  Colin Kemp          09 2639560    Email:    colink@ihug.co.nz 

 

Hawkes Bay Radio Fliers   Awatoto         31st January/1st February  2015           

Contact: Contact: Gary Shaw     07 5791263  Email:  gary.mary@xtra.co.nz  
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From the Secretary/Treasurer 
 
SUBS REMINDER  
  
The are a small amount of subscriptions out standing as at the 31st March 2014. Could you please 
check your MANZ Membership card and if it shows an expiry date of 31 March 2014 it would be ap-
preciated if you  would forward a cheque for $10.00 to the Treasurer:  
G F Loveridge 
5 Florence Place 
FEILDING 4702 
Alternatively you could send $20.00 (Two year subscriptions) and save your self and the club. 
(yours and the treasures reminder letter). 
You can also pay electronically to  
The Secretary/Treasurer 
Miniature Aircraft New Zealand  Inc 
At Westpac Feilding 
A/C # 03 0626 0762162 00 
Please include your name on payment to assist with reconciliation. 
Many thanks  
Graham Loveridge 
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AVRO TUTOR  
By Stephen Blackman 

 

A recent trawl through the TradeMe RC planes for sale pages, resulted in the purchase of an old 2.3m wingspan Avro Tutor. 
I recall having seen the particular model many years ago at a rally, possibly Hawera, when its builder Phil Staples of Wanganui 

had it. 

 

A bit of research prior to the purchase revealed that the full size was an excellent flier, quite aerobatic and a rarity these days, 

only one full size flying in the world! This as well as it being not that regularly modelled, combined and it being ready to run as 

it were, was too much to resist.  Once received it was apparent that the model was well used, as advertised, but well-made and 

quite serviceable, so I decided to throw a battery and receiver into it and give it a test flight after a quick check of the structure, 

controls, etc. 

 

This first flight revealed a number of issues, including an excessively forward CoG, marginal aileron authority and flutter of 

the ailerons at moderate speeds, relatively limited rudder authority and the engine, while easy to start and with a good idle and 

ample top end, suffered from the typical large SuperTigre malaise of stopping when transitioning from lower throttle settings.  

A dead stick landing in the outfield without damage was sufficient to prompt the delay of further testing pending what turned 

out to be major changes with little surgery! 

 

The SuperTigre 2000 was extracted and an NGH25 gasser was installed in the nose while still utilising the same muffler and 

dummy radial.  This had the added benefit of reducing the weight in the nose by 300g.  The aileron servos were replaced with 

more powerful digital servos and the horns and linkages were modified to stiffen the whole system and allow all 4 ailerons to 

operate without the fear of flutter.  The rudder hinges and servo were replaced to provide significant rudder throw and the ele-

vator servo has also been replaced and the mechanism stiffened to provide more positive actuation.  Subsequent testing has 

resulted in the receiver and ignition batteries being moved to the rear of the equipment bay above the bottom wing and 60g of 

lead being attached at the tail wheel to move the CoG back further.  

 

With a little rudder coupled to ailerons and reduced expo on the elevator, the Tutor is now a delight to fly.  The NGH25 has 

plenty of power and with a 6” pitch prop the speed looks quite scale and its capable of pulling over loops from level as well as 

surprisingly good aileron rolls without excessive down elevator while inverted.  I still haven’t been able to get it to spin!  An 

afternoon with a friend and some meths soaked rags has resulted in years of grime being removed and it just looks “well weath-

ered” now.  The petrol motor should ensure that this remains the case as it no longer gets covered in oil from the large glow 

motor! 

 

One of the pleasing aspects of the project has been the quality of the original build and covering/finishing. The flying charac-

teristics must have limited it to very sedate circuits as the control setup and CoF were very limiting.  The improvements in 

flight characteristic to be gained from taking some time to tune an aircraft can be amazing and very rewarding.  Reducing the 

expo on the elevator from 25% to 10% just transformed the response and the controls suddenly seemed much more balanced. 

 

I think it’s quite a photogenic model and nothing looks better than looking into the cockpits as it’s pulling up and banking out 

to the right after a touch and go prior to a bank hard left and lining up for another one on the return run!  
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AUGUST  M.A.N.Z. RALLY TAUPO 

 

 

The August M.A.N.Z. at Taupo is fast becoming the 'Brass Monkey Rally'!  So if you've guessed it was 

cold, you are right!  However it was forecast to be a lot worse than it turned out.  We had no rain and the 

easterly wind was manageable for most.  There were 21 registered pilots and 26 aircraft.  With people from 

Kapiti, in the South to people from the Far North, from Hastings in the East to New Plymouth in the West 

and all places in between.  Always great to see wives and partners present also, and there were a lot at Tau-

po.  Maybe it's the nice shopping on offer. 

 

The Saturday evening function at the local Cossie Club was well attended by thirty plus people.  The 

Hawkes Bay group were strutting their stuff as their team had just won the 'Ranfurly Shield'. 

 

On Saturday most pilots flew and returned safely to earth.  The Taupo strip was in first class condition.  

Very short grass and very smooth.  Without a doubt, the star attraction was Colin Austen and his fleet of 

beautiful aircraft.  He had his Bullfrog, twin Beechcraft, and Panther.  His display flying with the Beech 

and Panther are real crowd pleases, and always capture all of our attention.  Great to see the Beech back in 

action Colin, the rebuild is a credit to you. 

 

On Sunday a lot chose not to fly, due to conditions, and the fact that those who have to vacate their motels 

before coming to the field, have a heap of 'stuff' in their wagons to contend with.  So by three o'clock the 

last of us headed out of the field. 

 

Many thanks to the Taupo Club for hosting us once again, and for providing a BBQ lunch on Saturday.  

Thanks also to the MANZ team who do the paperwork and scrutineering. 

 

 

 

Mike O'Grady 
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PAINTING MODELS WITH LATEX /ACRYLIC (WATER BASED PAINT) 

Some years ago I read an article about painting models with latex paint in an American magazine. I was 

so impressed with the claims that were made that I decided to have a go myself. I had just completed a 

quarter scale Piper Super Cruiser, and it was ready for painting, and the next model on the list was a 

30% Stearman that would require a power of painting. 

The article referred to a brand of paint that I had never heard of, "Benjamin Moore". Checking on the 

internet revealed that they were one of the largest paint manufacturers in the States, and that they had a 

factory in Henderson, NZ. They even have a branch in Whitianga. 

 

The Piper Super Cruiser was covered with Coverall, which has quite an open weave so I used a 

dope/talcum 

powder filler as a base. I then used the Benjamin Moore MoorGlo Acrylic House and Trim Paint, using 

a touch up spray gun at 20-30 psi.  

For the Stearman I changed to the Benjamin Moore Impervex water based enamel, again spraying with 

a touch up gun at 20-30 psi. I am very pleased with the result on both models and have received a 

number of  comments on the finish. I have found the Impervex is an easier paint to handle and that it 

flows better and is more 

suitable for spraying. It also brushes better than the MoorGlo. 

Mike and Stearman 

I thin the paint with 20%-25% Bars Bugs windscreen washing fluid. 

This fluid has detergent in it, which "thins" the water (breaks its surface tension) and slightly slows the 

drying process. The alcohol in the fluid evaporates quickly and leaves the detergent, water and paint 

behind. The water evaporates next, leaving the detergent and paint. Slowing the drying time a bit gives 

the paint more time to flow out and cover the surface more evenly. The article also suggested using a 

paint conditioner called "Floetrol" I tried this but don't think that it is really necessary. 

As mentioned I used a touch up spray gun at between 20 and 30 psi. I checked the amount of thinners 

and pressure by spraying on to a sheet of vertical glass, adjusting as required until I got a nice wet spray 

without runs. Good lighting is very important in order to view the wetted surface. As with any type of 

paint if you thin too much you will get runs on long vertical surfaces. These can be brushed out using a 

wide artist brush, brushing against the run. Having a hair dryer on hand is also very useful to speed 

drying in wet areas. Remember that you can always wipe the paint off with a damp cloth and start 

again. 

 

I have found that the biggest advantages of using this paint is the ease of use, Light weight (two good 

coats on a 14 sq ft Stearman added only 400 grams (1.5 oz.) No nasty fumes to inhale and what a joy to 

clean up under the tap. The cost of a 1/2 litre can of medium colour, they will mix any colour to match, 

is about $30. The paint is very dense and I did not use any under coats. It will also cover a much larger 

surface area than most other types of paint. It is not fuel resistant to nitro base fuels if the exhaust is 

directly on to the paint surface. Such areas should be protected with an acrylic polyurethane such as 

Benjamin Moore's "Stays Clear" The Imprevex paint is available from a mat to a full gloss finish. I 

would be happy to provide further information as required. Mike Beckingham 
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In an attempt to boost both pilot and spectator numbers to the 2015 Nationals MFNZ has invited MANZ/Large 

Model to host a one day rally on the 3rd January 2015 from 9am till dark. Normal rules apply, $10 landing fee. 

A new venue, a new experience! 

Mark it on your calendar, we would appreciate your attendance!! 

If you are planning on attending could you please let us know by emailing hamishloveridge@hotmail.com so we 

get an idea of numbers? 
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Arguing who has the best stories, while waiting to fly. Colin thinking that could be  me flying the glider 

(pictured below) 
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Sender; 
MANZ Editor 

 

 

 

Barry Parker 

12 Haast Place 

Palmerston North 

0274 448451 

neciap@inspire.net.nz 

 

 

Gary Shaw 

257 St Andrews Drive 

Ashmore Park 

Tauranga 

Gary.mary@xtra.co.nz 


